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FROM THE CHAPLAIN

THE QUONDAM EDITOR

New places open up new horizons, new insights,
new experiences.
REV. MARK SIMPSON

JUNE

MICHAEL ROYSTER
As we enter the month of June, all over
Brazil there will be “festas juninas”
when Saints Antony, Peter and John
purportedly gang up to play the role of
Cupid—you start dating on June 13, get
engaged on June 24 then married on
June 29. To celebrate, you dance around
a bonfire wearing freckles, straw hats
and other clothing that looks rural, while
listening to Brazilian country music.
But you don’t have to find a festa junina
to hear good music and have fun. Both
the American Society and the British
and Commonwealth Society are having
premier events this June, and both will
be musical. America’s Day comes first,
on Saturday June 4th at the American
School Gávea campus. River Country
Trio and Al Pratt will play folk, blues and
country music during an American style
picnic.

A week later, on Saturday June 11th, the
Queen’s Birthday Party will be celebrated
at the Jubilee Hall in Botafogo. There will
be bagpipes, choral groups, musical skits
and of course the traditional sing-along
songs and anthems, surrounding several
comedy skits. The participants are all
rehearsing like mad. As did the hapless
schoolgirl back in 1968, whose job it was
to lead the cheering for Her Majesty in
what was then known as the Church Hall.
At the appointed moment, she delivered
her lines, almost correctly: “Three Queens
for the Cheer of England!”
But there’s more, much much more, for
music lovers (and who amongst us is
not?). On Saturday June 25th, the BCS
Choir Festival will offer a wide range of
music, performed by five separate choral
groups, two of whom rehearse regularly
at the Jubilee Hall.

Also in this edition of The Umbrella,
you’ll find the names of the new officers
of the three entities most connected to
the properties at Real Grandeza 99: the
British and Commonwealth Society,
Christ Church and The British School.
The Umbrella wishes them all success,
and thanks them, on your behalf, for
their efforts.
And, finally, how about our cover
this month? A spectacular portrait by
outstanding snapper Fiona Brown.
Wouldn’t YOU like to see one of your
photos on the cover of The Umbrella?
Of course you would! But remember, we
need vertical shots (that’s “portrait”), not
horizontal (“landscape”). There’s plenty
around and going on that deserves a
sideways glance, but The Umbrella isn’t
among them.

Bruce Chatwin’s In Patagonia so charmed
my wife Jess last year that when the
opportunity came to visit we had to grasp
it. Fleeing Magé’s heat in late January, we
hit the road in our VW kombi. Yes, we
prayed first; as I’m sure you would have
done.
Maybe you’re also thinking you’d have
chosen a different vehicle.
“The wind, stripping men to the raw”, as
Chatwin memorably describes it, buffeted
the kombi, meeting it front-on. The only
major design modification the Brazilianmade kombi suffered in the latter years of
its manufacture was the 2006 introduction
of a large air vent on the front. However
much this may have served to keep the
engine cool, it appeared to act as a sail,
accentuating the lateral effect of the
Patagonian wind which swirled down
from the cordillera blanca and raced up
from Antartica.
As we roamed Patagonia’s nothingness, I
experienced what Nicholas Shakespeare
had noted in his introduction to Chatwin:
“the bleakness seizes the imagination …
[and] forces the mind in on itself.” Those
eleven thousand plus kilometres we drove
were a special thinking time.

I could go on, but all we Umbrella
readers know this truth, travellers that
we are. Travellers, merchants and even—
excuse the phrase—missionaries know
it. What I did not realise until recently
was the presence of this same principle
in Holy Scripture. I studied the Acts
of the Apostles as we prepared to come
and serve at Christ Church and was
staggered to find as many as thirteen
instances where the roaming missionary
meets people who are themselves away
from home.
Lydia leaves Thyatira to trade in purple
cloth over in Philippi, and it is there that
she responds to the apostle’s emancipating
message. Cornelius is on active service in

Judea, a long way from HQ in Italy where,
perhaps, he may have been less open to
hear St Peter’s preaching. Sergius Paulus
is sent from Rome to Cyprus, Apollos
leaves Alexandria and comes to Corinth,
Damaris seems to have been on some sort
of gap year and ended up in Athens—
most famously of all is Saul himself on
the road to Damascus.
All have the open-mindedness of those
who are away from home. All are that
little bit more willing to ask a question, to
listen a little closer, to hear a strange new
sound: that of a surprising homecoming
to the love of God the Father, through a
redemption paid by Jesus Christ, blown
along by the Spirit’s wind.

Disclaimer: The editors of The Umbrella accept no responsibility for claims made either in the ads or the classifieds,
and the opinions expressed in the articles published are those of the writers, and not of The Umbrella.

FEELING LEFT OUT?

YOU’RE WELCOME!
WELL, JUMP RIGHT IN!
Join the BCS and you won’t miss a thing.
Culture, sports, music, entertainment of every stripe, opportunities
for giving of yourself to worthwhile causes, and, above all, the
companionship and support of like-minded folk. Joining
the BCS is easy, a one-stop process, with multiple rewards.
Go to our website and you’re nearly done. Or, if you prefer,
contact our office, 2537-6695, and we’ll talk you through it.
You don’t know what you’re missing. Nor do we,
until we know you a little better. You’re so very welcome.
British and Commonwealth Society
Rua Real Grandeza, 99. Botafogo. Tel.: 2537-6695.
Email: bcsrio@bcs.org.br Website: www.bcsrio.org.br
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BRITISH &
COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY (BCS)
QUIZ ‘n CURRY 2016
Saturday May 14, the BCS hosted the
second Annual Quiz ‘n Curry Night.
This year the BCS partnered with the
Carioca Cricket Club to achieve record
attendance (120 guests!) and rousing
entertainment throughout the evening,
all in support of Street Child United
<www.streetchildunited.org>.
To ensure guests were fortified for
the evening’s grey matter challenges a

formidable Indian feast was prepared
by Pooja & Sandra (facebook: Rio
Rasoi Indian Food), including:
Chicken Tikka Masala, Chickpea
curry, raita, Basmati rice, naan
and vegetable samosas. With the
assistance of an army of volunteers,
including Mark Simpson, Alex
Cacouris, Ric Staniforth, Mary Alice
Whyte, Shirley Silva, Daniane Mary,
Lola Balogun, Guilherme Franca,
Huan Cardoso, Suelen Oliveira,
dinner was served swiftly buffetstyle. Wine, beer, soft drinks and
snacks were available at the open bar
all night, ably tended by volunteers:
Donald Whyte, Patrick Whyte and
Zoe Poff-Turjacanin.
Closing out the dinner part of the
evening was a special performance of
traditional Indian Bollywood dancing
by Roshni Thakker, in stunning
Indian costume and accompanied by
animated Bollywood music!
Then the fun began with Craig
Allison and Freddie Brunt from the
Carioca Cricket Club, large and incharge, leading guests in teams of 6,
through a series of wide-ranging trivia

challenges. Throughout the evening
guests had the opportunity to purchase
raffle tickets. The coveted Manchester
United jersey had been signed by all
the players of the 2016 season (Alison
Munn will be wearing that, when she’s
not wearing the Street Child United
shirt she also won). And you’ll see the
2014 England World Cup jersey signed
by Roy Hodgson and Trevor Brooking
being worn by Mark Midlemas. Other
raffle winners were Jane and Les Wood,
Peggy Laleune, Laurie Wilson Jane
Pepper and Laura Thwaites.

BCS Choir Festival

The evening was a huge success and
raised over R$3000 for Street Child
United! Special thanks also go to Tobias
Hanbury from the Carioca Cricket
Club for coordinating many aspects
of the evening, Joe Hewitt from Street
Child United, Andy Casterton for
ensuring audio and visual equipment
for the evening, Jenny Byers aiding
at front-desk check-in with Wainer
Guimaraes and Monica Mendes from
the BCS coordinating all aspects of
the event: from event promotion,
«wrangling» RSVPs, logistics, kitchen
coordination,
and
on-the-night
invaluable support.

Coral da TRT (MPB)

Saturday 25th June,
Jubilee Hall, Rua Real Grandeza 99,
Botafogo
7.45 pm to 10 pm
The participating choirs are:
Coral Para Todos (Música Popular
Brasileira)

Queen’s Birthday Party
Saturday June 11 at 1pm, Jubilee Hall
is the designated time and place in
Rio to celebrate the Queen›s historic
90th Birthday! The BCS has pulled
out all stops to make this celebration
bigger and better than ever. BCS
member and industrious volunteer,
Ric Staniforth, has searched far and
wide in the BCS community, to leave
no talent undiscovered for the Royal
Rio Variety Show featuring: live
musical performances, singing, dance,
and comedy skits and highlights
from the Queen›s lifetime of favorite
performers.

Tanya and Mark Harris either side of Megan and Thiago Almeida
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Coral da FGV (Música da Renascença)
Coral Seresta (MPB dos seresteiros)

The Winning Team Quiz 2016

of prosecco with a delicious lemon
birthday cake filled with lemon curd,
prepared by BCS member and busy
baker, Joanna Ribeiro do Santos.
What fundraiser could be complete
without a Royal raffle of fabulous
prizes? The BCS has nominated ONG
Projeto Uere (www.projetouere.
org) to be the recipient of much
needed funds for their innovative
educational system that specializes
in helping youth from communities
with learning blockages.

Quizmasters Freddie Brunt and Craig Allison

Joe Hewitt and Lucas
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for the Queen by the Brazilian Pipers
<www.brazilianpiper.com.br>. A much
anticipated lunch is being prepared
by the incomparable Chef Joel Guerin
consisting of: homemade authentic
English sausages, mashed potatoes and
gravy with fresh seasonal vegetables.
For dessert, Chef Joel has planned a
home-baked apple pie served with
icecream. UK Consul General Rio,
Jonathan Dunn, will lead the loyal toast

Don’t miss out in this once in a
lifetime celebration. RSVP today:
assistente@bcsrio.org.br. Space is
strictly limited. Tables of 8 and 10
can be reserved with advance notice.
Cost for BCS members: R$75pp.
Non-members: R$100pp. Under
8 and over 80: R$35pp. Prices are
inclusive of lunch and show (drinks
available all afternoon at the cash
bar).

The Beatles Choir (you guessed!)
All lovers of Choral, Popular,
Renaissance, Serenade and Liverpool
Music are welcome. No charge for
entrance (nor for exit). Participants
are invited to bring a snack or drink for
an informal get-together at the end.
PS There are several well-known
members of the BCS in at least two of
the choral groups. Alas, no prize for
recognizing who they are—unless, of
course, they sing out of tune, in which
case please be discreet.
Martin Hester,
.....Kapellmeister (not really but you
get the idea).

Anna Whyte, BCS Events

To kick off the event, guests will
be treated to the soulful sounds of
bagpipes performing a royal salute
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THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
(AmSoc)

YUGE THANKS to AmSoc Director
Anna Whyte, our President Vanica
Royster
and
our
ever-present
Administrative Assistant Marília
Sarkis, for organizing everything from
soup to nuts!

AMERICA’S DAY is
SATURDAY JUNE 4th!
American School (EARJ) Gávea
Campus, Estrada da Gávea 132

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)

Time: 12:30 – 4 pm (rain or shine)

Jumble Sale:

It’s not the 4th of July, it’s not Memorial
Day—it’s America’s Day!
The American Society has been
holding this spectacular family picnic
for well over 30 years, where we
celebrate things that are American.

Jimmy Story, Anne and Iain Frew

opportunities to study
in the States and in
Brazil with some
of the world’s most
respected teachers of
music, dance, theater
and visual arts.

Let’s start with typical American
picnic food: hamburgers and hotdogs
on an outdoor grill, with ketchup and
mustard and even pickles! Potato and
macaroni salad! Not to mention tacos
and burritos and Garytos all-natural
corn chips with salsa, courtesy of
AmSoc member Gary Urban. Soft
drinks aplenty courtesy of AmSoc
sponsor Coca-Cola. Be_e_e_e_e_er
is courtesy of Homer Simpson (just
kidding, he and Stella couldn’t make
it this year).
Vintage
American
Country,
Bluegrass and Folk music will be
performed live throughout the
festivities by vintage American
musicians. The River Country
Trio of Steve Yolen, Peter Warner
and Tony Lupidi will be strumming
their banjos and guitars, and Al
Pratt will be joined by BeeLiv for
a few numbers. All of them are
veterans of Rock in Rio 2011 and
played at the community benefit
concerts after the 2013 mudslides
in Teresópolis. We’re proud to
announce that both Steve and
Peter are former Presidents of the
American Society.
You can’t have an American picnic
without having some American
games, so of course we’ll be offering
some of those as well. Horseshoes,
softball and more for the adults, with
spoon and sack races, egg tosses and
other games for children. For the
small fry, we will have the bouncy
bouncy plus tables for coloring and
other arts and crafts handiwork.
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It’s all-you-can-eat, all-you-can-play,
all-you-can-listen, all for only R$
30 per person, for members of the
American Society. Non-members
are more than welcome, but will
pay R$50 per person, so you should

Susan Story, Linda Marina Munive and daughter

Karen Addis, Sybelle and Gary Urban and daughter Valery

Marilia Sirkis, Kate Lyra, Vanica Royster

definitely sign up when you show up!
All children age 6 and under are free,
age 7-12 are—R$15.

5 DE MAYO was MEXICO’S
DAY!

RSVP is not required (come one,
come all!) but to help us count how
much food and drink to provide,
please let us know by email if you
plan to come along: <events.amsoc@
gmail.com>.

On Thursday May 5, US Consul
General Rio de Janeiro Jimmy Story
and Susan Story graciously opened
their private home in Leblon to
host a Cinco de Mayo celebration.
Authentic Mexican Chef Juan Carlos
Garcia Gonzalez arrived with his

One of the highlights
of the evening was a
performance by the
AST youth of favorite
songs from Mexico,
especially enjoyed and
appreciated by many
Mexican Consulate
representatives
attending the event
and the Mexican
Consul
General
Rio - Linda Marina
Munive. AST alumni
and breakout star
Guilherme
Franca
once again wowed
the audience with
his
guitar
skills.
Chef Juan and Anna Whyte
Sponsors, including
the Grand Hyatt
Hotels (both Mexico
special herbs, spices and farm-fresh and Brazil), Cachoeira Inn Buzios,
ingredients to cook up a truly Mexican jewelry designer Francesca Romana
feast—Tacos al pastor, enchiladas de Diana, Granado, Cachaça Leblon,
carne, burritos tinga poblana, flautas Sequoia/Garytos, Naif Museum and
rellenas, dulce de camote poblano y the Mexican Consulate gave fabulous
mucho más—for the record-breaking prizes for the Cinco de Mayo raffle, all
160 guests, including expats and to raise funds in support of AST.
local Brazilians, happily celebrating
Mexico’s historic victory over the All guests enjoyed the generous
donation by AmSoc member Gary
French colonialists.
Urban, whose company Sequóia
Guests were welcomed with fresh lime (www.tortillas.com.br) donated all
margaritas and Mexican beer, plus a the fresh-made corn and flour tortillas
mix of mariachi and party music spun and nachos (Garytos) for the dinner,
by DJ Seleem. The event was created and the parting party bags.
by AmSoc in support of Art & Social
Transformation (AST) [see www. YUGE THANKS to Susan and
artetransforma.org] an NGO operating AmSoc Honorary President Jimmy
in Brazil for over 8 years, giving Story for enthusiastically promoting
talented youth from Rio communities and hosting our event!
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The WDA Jumble Sale is due to
take place on Wednesday 27th July
from 10 am until noon. The event
will take place, as always, in the
Jubilee Hall, Christ Church, Rua
Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo.
We are in need of clothes for men,
women and children - shoes house-hold equipment including
ornaments - kitchen utensils - toys jigsaw puzzles etc. Please check that
any electrical appliances you send
are in working order.
Donations can be made during
the week to Karen, Christ Church
secretary, telephone 2226-7332
or to the BCS assistant secretary,
Monica, telephone 2537-6695, any
time between 8.30 am and 4.30 pm.
Please remember that between 2 pm
and 3.30 pm when pupils leave, cars
are not allowed into the grounds.
The Jumble Sale is an annual
challenge and its success depends
entirely on the amount of donations
made.
Many thanks for your
support.
The following products can be
bought any day during office
hours and especially on Tuesday
mornings when the WDA ladies
are present. They can also be
purchased on Sundays after the
Church service:
Sweet and Bitter Marmalade, Galego
Lemon Marmalade, Grapefruit
Marmalade, Apricot Jam and Lemon
Curd, Mango Chutney, Tomato
Chutney Indian Chutney and
Pineapple Relish, Mustard Pickle,
Branston Pickle and Bread & Butter
Pickle.
We are always in need of empty
marmalade/chutney jars with the
metal tops that we can re-use. We
also use the 100g Nescafé jars.
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A trip up north: Salvador da Bahia

baroque churches and Portuguesecolonial houses, all linked by steep
cobbled streets, this feels just like
the heart of old Lisbon. Except, of
course, that bright tropical tones
have replaced delicate pastel shades,
there is intense sunshine instead of
heavy fog, and white-robed baianas
making acarajé bean fritters have
ousted Lusitanian farmers roasting
chestnuts over embers.

by Alexander Corrie

A bird’s eye view

Great Outdoors

As the flight leaves Rio de Janeiro
bound for Brazil’s first capital,
Salvador, two hours to the north,
northern Carioca slums and the
polluted waters of Guanabara Bay
give way to the cloud-capped Serra
dos Orgãos mountain range, and
then hilly countryside leads into the
inland state of Minas Gerais. Winding
dirt roads and rural settlements mark
green landscapes. Here and there,
rivers meander towards the Espírito
Santo coastline. One stands out for
being particularly orange. Perhaps
the Rio Doce, still tainted by the toxic sludge unleashed by
the November 2015 Bento Rodrigues dam disaster. Farther
north, massive Sugarloaf-like granite inselbergs punctuate
sparsely populated areas: explorers’ territory down there.
Into the south of Bahia now: large expanses of rainforestcovered hills just inland from the coast. The towns of Ilhéus
and Itabuna, childhood homes of renowned Brazilian author
Jorge Amado, make their mark on the Cocoa Coast. A sandy
coastline stretches for miles, then it’s over a huge area of
mangrove forests and channels, stretching for around 50km.
Soon after, Salvador appears—a packed mosaic of old houses
and white high-rises. It occupies the tip of a peninsula at the
mouth of the Baía de Todos os Santos, a huge inlet 3 times
the size of Rio’s Guanabara Bay.

First impressions
Salvador seems (and is) small compared to Rio, but it still
has 3 million people. Greater Rio has around 12 million. The
The emblematic and colourful Largo do Pelourinho square

Porto da Barra beach at the mouth of the Bay of All Saints

little airport terminal, surrounded by palm trees, a bamboo
thicket and tall white sand dunes, has a relaxed holiday feel
about it. A shuttle bus service, whose final stop is in the
city’s historic district, passes a rapidly developing urban
periphery, before following the Rio Vermelho coastline,
with its picturesque sandy coves. Here, on 2nd February
every year, the Festa do Iemanjá is reputedly Brazil’s largest
gathering of candomblé worshippers, all making their waterbound offerings to the revered West African sea goddess.

Africa in Brazil
Salvador’s Afro-Brazilian heritage has its origins in the
barbaric slave trade. As Brazil’s colonial capital from 1549
to 1763, located at the heart of the burgeoning sugarcane
plantations of the Recôncavo region, Salvador was (along
with Rio) the country’s largest importer of forced labour.
Today, the city (and much of Bahia) is defined by strong
African cultural influences. Blended with Portuguese and
indigenous elements, they
have helped shape Brazilian
identity.
Iconic
national
treasures, like samba, capoeira,
olodum, moqueca and acarajé
all originated here (well
okay, Cariocas can also claim
samba). Very Brazilian words
like bagunça, bunda, caçula,
fofoca, mingau and mochila, all
came from Africa. According
to the IBGE 2010 national
census, around 75% of
Salvador residents described
themselves as having African
ancestry.

Lisbon in the tropics
The other major influence in
Salvador is Portuguese. This is
clear when the airport shuttle
drops us off at the Praça da
Sé square, in the heart of
the hilltop historic district
(Cidade Alta). Filled with
8

The Terreiro de Jesus square, a local
gathering point with food stalls
and music at weekends, is a good
place to start exploring. Elegant
buildings and four churches (the
colonial Portuguese were a deeply
religious bunch) surround it.
Perhaps the most impressive of
these is the Igreja de São Francisco.
It has an extraordinarily ornate
interior covered in gold leaf and a cloister of 18th-century
azulejo tiles, imported from Portugal.

Music everywhere
A short walk away is Largo do Pelourinho. It’s an emblematic
square made famous by Michael Jackson’s 1996 song and
video “They Don’t Care About Us”, which incorporates
dozens of energetic olodum drummers. Interestingly for
Cariocas, the other part of the video was filmed in the Santa
Marta favela in Rio’s Botafogo neighborhood. A must-see,
the video is on YouTube.
Music-wise, Salvador rocks. Leading off the Largo do
Pelourinho is a street called Rua Maciel de Bastos. In the
evenings, groups of olodum drummers frequently gather here:
watching batons flying and large drums held high in the air,
you’ll soon realise olodum is a unique genre of music mixed
with athletic prowess. A few steps away, the road becomes
Rua Gregório de Matos where, virtually side-by-side, are
two semi-covered venues: Largo
de Santa Tereza Batista and
Largo Pedro Arcanjo. Almost
every night, there’s something
on: samba, forró, sertanejo, axé,
reggae and more.

The Lacerda Elevator with the Mercado Modelo and ferry terminal

landed in 1501, is the Forte de Santo Antônio da Barra. Built
in 1534, it was the first European fort on Brazilian soil and
effectively made this piece of land the colonial capital a few
years later. The nautical museum inside gives a good sense
of Brazil’s early history and a walk to the top of its lighthouse
offers panoramic views (and a good workout).
There are many more things to see and do in Salvador, with
Carnaval being a major draw. One important landmark
we missed on this trip was the Igreja do Nosso Senhor
do Bonfim. It’s the church famed for the colourful good
luck ribbons you see everywhere. Almost every Brazilian,
usually as an adolescent, has worn a “Lembrança do Senhor
do Bonfim da Bahia”. Once on, you have to patiently wait
several weeks for the cotton ribbon to disintegrate and fall
off, before your wish comes true. And it always does.
Vinicius the Rio2016 mascot making an appearance
at Forte da Barra.

Elevator to the sea
From the hilltop, there’s a cool
way to get to the waterfront.
The art deco Lacerda Elevator,
originally installed in 1873,
whizzes you down for R$0,15
(yes, that’s right, fifteen centavos,
around 3 pence). At its base is
Mercado Modelo, an old covered
market with hammocks, musical
instruments and other souvenirs.
A taxi to Porto da Barra takes
you to sandy coves at the mouth
of the bay. The sea here (and in
fact the entire Baía de Todos os
Santos) is very clean: you’ll see
schools of fish in crystal-clear
waters. Guarding the entrance
to the bay, where the Portuguese
9

Community AGMs
This has been Annual General Meeting season in a big way,
so, for future reference, here’s a run-down on who’s who in
the BCS, The British School and Christ Church.

British and Commonwealth Society

Community

The Annual General Meeting of the British and Commonwealth Society took place on Tuesday, 17th May 2016 in the
Jubilee Hall. A total of 61 members were present or represented by official proxy and the meeting began at the second call.
Chairman Philip Carruthers opened the meeting, welcoming and thanking those present for their support. The minutes of last year’s AGM were approved. The Chairman then
presented a summary of the year’s achievements – and challenges – and concluded by thanking the members of the
Council who have given their time and expertise during
the last year, the Editors of The Umbrella and the BCS office
staff, without whom none of it would be possible. Special
thanks were offered to the Society’s Hon. Lawyer, Kenneth
Cattley, for his ever-present guidance.

Trustees of the Properties:
1st Trustee: Philip Carruthers (BCS Chair)
2nd Trustee: Jonathan Dunn (HMCG)
3rd Trustee: Kenneth Cattley (BritCham)
4th Trustee: David Richardson (BCS member)
5th Trustee: Carole Lees (Christ Church)
6th Trustee: Christopher McLauchlan (The British School).

The British School
The Election of Board Members held during this year’s AGM
on April 25th saw Chris Mclauchlan, Adam Reid and Graham
Shannon re-elected for another 2-year term. Elected to the
Board were Hero Lomas, Joe Cavanagh and Steve Bainbridge.

The Chairman’s report was followed by a report from the
Trustees of the NRH Fund, delivered by Henry Adler and
Tom Richardson.

At the first Board Meeting of the new Board the following
post-holders were announced:

William Ballantyne, Hon. Treasurer of the BCS, presented
the Financial Accounts for the year ending December 2015.
Copies of these are available at the BCS office for any member who would like to see them.

Chair: Chris Mclauchlan
Treasurer: Joe Cavanagh
Hon. Secretary: Hero Lomas.

The Chairman then announced the results of the election for
Council members, as follows (alphabetically): Jenny Byers
(new), Alexander Cacouris (new), Colin Reed, David Richardson, Noreen Smith and Vicky Staniforth, with Alexander
Corrie and Richard Laver elected as alternates.

BCS Council 2016
Chair:			Philip Carruthers
First Deputy Chair:
David Richardson
Second Deputy Chair:
Noreen Smith
Hon. Secretary:		
Jenny Byers
Hon. Treasurer:		
William Ballantyne
Members: 		
Rev’d Alex Cacouris
			Nicholas Fletcher
			Les Hayes
			Colin Reed
			Vicky Staniforth
			Anna Whyte
Alternates:		
Alexander Corrie
			Richard Laver
Treasurer’s alternate:
Dougie Woods
Ex-officio Members:
Robert Barclay – (immediate past Chair)
Tristan Gilchrist – (HMCG)
Anne Frew - (The British School)
Mark Simpson - (Christ Church)
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Trustees of the NRH Fund:
1st Trustee: Mary Crawshaw
2nd Trustee: J.W. Beith O.B.E
3rd Trustee: John (Jack) Woodall
4th Trustee: Tom Richardson
5th Trustee: Jeremy Ribeiro dos Santos
6th Trustee: Henry Adler

Also at the meeting, Richard Wilson was confirmed as a coopted member.

Christ Church
The Christ Church AGM happened, as ever, after Easter, a
time when the Church has, for centuries, remembered with
gratefulness Christ’s saving work and looked forward with
hopefulness to sharing with him in risen life eternally.
We particularly thanked the magnificent Wardens, Barbara
Hemais and Moira Mclauchlan, who took the helm during the
period of “interregnum”. We expressed our sincere solidarity
and gratitude to the bishops and other clergy of the local Anglican Diocese of Rio de Janeiro, for all their support. And we
made special mention of Revd David Greenwood who stepped
in so willingly at short notice to serve as interim Chaplain.
Rio will welcome many visitors in the coming year, for the
Olympic and Paralympic Games, and we looked ahead to
the arrival of Revd Alex Cacouris, fresh from his parish in
Twickenham and the Rugby World Cup. We rejoiced in the
election of four new Councillors, who have all arrived in Rio
since the start of 2015: a geologist, a geometrician, an international shipping director and an international relations
researcher.
In addition to both Chaplains, the PCC for 2016/17 will
comprise Wardens Barbara Hemais and Moira Mclauchlan,
Treasurer Bridget Novaes, Secretary Mike de Vries, Councillors Ric Staniforth, Bryan Stanford, Rich Wilson, Vinnie
Ramos and Ali Lantukh, plus Substitute Councillors Chris
Hieatt and Michael Royster. ................................................ .....
.............................................Revd Mark Simpson, Chaplain

NAN CARIOCA

Cultural Passport
NAN HIRSCH
Rio’s cultural cauldron is boiling. Before and after the Olympic
Games, from May through September 2016 the city is offering
many activities for residents and visitors alike. From theater to
music performances, from painting to capoeira classes, panem et
circences. The events will span several points of Rio: Santa Cruz,
Barra da Tijuca, Flamengo, Copacabana, Padre Miguel, Madureira
and many others.
We have picked a few different options for your agenda:
On four separate Friday nights–June 10, July 8, August 12
and September 9–the Praça Mauá Palco Maravilha project
will bring a mini-circus downtown to entertain the “respeitável
público” – the “esteemed audience”, as the ringmasters
usually say. Many performing artists are invited: acrobats,
contortionists, comedians, magicians and, of course, colourful
clowns. The shows start at 7 pm, there is no entry fee, and the
show is appropriate for all ages. The address is Av. Rodrigues
Alves, 135.
Also at Praça Mauá, there will be a Happening: Painting Rio.
If your artistic vein is clamoring to express itself, you should
roll up your sleeves and participate in the collective painting
of six panels measuring 1.85 X 2.75 meters, that will have been
sketched previously by invited artists. The activities will take
place June 3 - 5 at 10 am and again at 4 pm. Entry is free.
In the historic Cais do Valongo (Valongo Quay) downtown, you
can clap and sing along at a traditional Roda de Capoeira - a
martial arts presentation showing one of the dances brought to
Brazil by Africans that came here as slaves: it mixes acrobatics
with music. Entry is free and it happens on the 3rd Saturday of
each month, starting June 18, shows at 10:30 am and 1 pm.

Museu do Amanhã at Praça Mauá

you discounts and rebates at selected shows, valid from May
through September. It’s free for residents who have a CPF, but
foreigners without CPF will pay 15 reais. Get yours at <http://
www.passaporteculturalrio.com/formulario/formulario.php>
and enjoy!
[Editor’s note: The site is only in Portuguese; the English and
Spanish versions don’t work. The passport itself must be picked
up in Barra da Tijuca or Cinelândia.]

Children are welcome to the Olympic Popular Games, a project
including arts and education that will explore traditional
children’s plays and games and Brazilian folklore, on the June
10 – 12 weekend, from 1 to 5 pm each day. Entry is free. The
address is Largo do Estácio, near the Metrô station Estácio.
While some other activities are not free, you still have the
option to apply for a “Cultural Passport”, which will give
The new Praça Mauá
Cais do Valongo

Spread a little happiness!
Tell your friends about
The Umbrella!
All they need to do is
go to bcsrio.org.br
and click their way
into all the news.
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Granado National Cricket Championships
Tournament Review 2016
The 4th Granado™ National T20 Cricket Championships
started, continued and concluded where the 2015 edition
had finished; with São Paulo CC providing a master-class in
cricketing commitment, dedication and talent.

The growth of cricket in Brazil is never better represented
than by the third-placed finishers Minas Gerais. With eight
bristling Brazilian youngsters in their squad, all of whom
starred at differing moments, the team is a great testament to
the ICC-backed scheme in Poços de Caldas. Run by former
Kent professional Matt Featherstone, the godfather of the
game in these parts, more than 1,000 kids play cricket each
week in Poços.
São Paulo’s dominance is unlikely to last too long.
At the CCC run championships however, it is not only about
the cricket. This is fortunate; the hosts’ two teams finished
fifth and sixth for the second year running.
Never too young to start

Monthly Medal - May - 2015: ..................
Philip Healey
Monthly Medal - August - 2015: .............
Alan Smith
Monthly Medal - October - 2015:.............
Peter Bodman-Morris
Craig in Bat

From their very own Barmy Army trumpeter, to Mary Byker
of punk legends Gaye Bykers on Acid (recently re-formed
and touring the UK this summer) and the superb Roxville
Tennessee – back by popular demand – musically, the CCC
won hands down.
In fact, great home performances happened everywhere but
on the field. New caterers PepperNiks were a huge hit, the
churrasco continued to tempt all-comers throughout the day
and entry in to the first CCC tennis championships was so
sought-after that play continued long after darkness had fallen.
Of course no National T20 Championships would be
complete without Granado’s nail bar and massage centre.
Lord’s, the MCG and the Wankhede Stadium have their
charms, but really, can anyone compete with this?
For that and so, so much more huge thanks to Granado, the
CCC’s title sponsors and the backbone of the Championships.
Sincere gratitude also goes to The Rio Times, the CCC’s
official media partner and to Mount and Versátil Turismo
for logistical and transport support, respectively.
Will cricket one day be an Olympic sport? Did the IOC
miss a trick by not introducing it to increasingly passionate
followers in Rio de Janeiro? Who knows. One thing is for
certain: the Granado™ National T20 Cricket Championships
will continue to be the highlight of the Brazilian cricketing
calendar.
CCC Lions

Monthly Medal - November - 2015:........
Tony Sawyer
Monthly Medal - December - 2015:........
Brian Simpson
Putting Contest - May - 2016:.............
1st place - Philip Healey
Field Day Tournament - May - 2016:..........
1st place - Brian Simpson

More Golf
There are not many NTOs (National
Technical Officers) appointed to
any one Olympic sport. There
are only a few for golf. Two of
them come from one Golf club:
Teresópolis Golf Club: Nigel WynnJones and Philip Healey. Amongst
those helping at the golf, in one

way or another, are four Brits from
Rio (and from the British School):
Nigel and Philip plus Vicky Whyte
and Jeremy Ribeiro-Santos. If
you tune into the golf during the
Olympics you’ll see them exercising
their technical knowledge (serving
coffee, driving players to their tees
or whatever - they don’t actually
know what they’ll do yet!).

Rio Community

Sports

Players from South Africa, Australia, New Zealand,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, India, England, Wales and Scotland all
graced the crease but more crucially, white-clad Brazilians
were everywhere.

Pictured some of the winners at the
Teresópolis Golf Club annual prize
giving (from left to right: Alan Smith;
Philip Healey; Tony Sawyer; Brian
Simpson and Peter Bodman-Morris).
Here is what they won:

But even more heart-warming than the growing scale of
excellence emanating from Brazil’s financial capital (the
two Paulista teams went home with gold and silver) was the
spectacle of more than 200 Brazilians and ex-pats mingling
happily together inside the São Fernando Polo & Cricket
Club. Brought together by 24 games of cricket in two days,
there is no doubt that the National club Championships has
found its home.
Throwing off the threat of rain, teams from Minas Gerais
and Brasilia joined two Carioca Cricket Club (CCC) outfits
and those titans from São Paulo. Special mention also
goes to three players from Curitiba who responded to the
disappointment of their club being unable to field a side this
year, by applying to play for the CCC Tigers. Not only did
they add a sense of commitment but also genuine talent.
Even in this year of sporting years for Rio de Janeiro, there
will not be many better examples of the values of amateur
sport.

Rio Here, There and Everywhere

.Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
Great issue this past month of May!
Particularly enjoyed reading the pieces by
Nan Carioca and Ewa Procter.
Mesa do Imperador and Vista Chinesa
brought back numerous, wonderful
memories from our many family visits
to Alto da Boa Vista! Which alternated
with visits to Quinta da Boa Vista’s zoo
and museum...).

Must also mention Ewa Procter’s review,
which made me wish I could see “França
Antártica” (always wanted to learn more
about this Huguenot-rescuing Knight of
Malta...Villegagnon, Vice-Admiral of
Brittany, who first achieved fame and
glory fighting Muslim invaders (Ottomans)
in Magyarország. Wikipedia confirms
the magyar accounts with which I›m
more familiar – that his Game of Thrones
moments were just after the Siege of Buda
(from 1542 to 1546). Ten years later he was
fighting Ottomans in Gozo... that lovely

islet I’ll always remember fondly and where
his accomplishments shed light on a few of
the reasons why Villegagnon eventually
became a Knight of Malta (and Gozo).
Villegagnon’s adventures in Rio began after
all this, on or near Rio’s Ilha do Serigipe,
later to become Ilha de Villegagnon – to
the port side of the ferryboat as she leaves
Praça Quinze for Paquetá.
Best wishes,
Peter Janos Kurz
Princeton, New Jersey

Are you a Facebooker?
Would you like to help manage the BCS Facebook?
Drop us a line at assistente@bcsrio.com.br.
Or you can always post a message!

DEADLINE

Please note that the deadline for the
July 2016 edition is:
Monday, June 20th.
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THEATRE

CASA DE BONECAS

The only authentic
Thai restaurant
in Rio!

EWA PROCTER

JULY
16 Sat.: CCC Intra-Club, Itaguaí
18 Mon.: SCM Concert, Christ Church
22 Fri.: TBS last day of Term 1
27 Wed.: WDA Jumble Sale

“A Doll’s House” has undergone many
translations and adaptations. Portraying
Nora, the lead role, has been a dream of
many actresses – perhaps because it is a
very strong part where the drama of a
wife and mother brings female audiences
to analyze similar situations they have
either lived themselves, or watched
friends and acquaintances live through!

All credit cards accepted
Reservations and delivery:

21 2259-2962
Rua Rainha Guilhermina 95B - Leblon
Open Mondays from 7pm to Midnight
Tuesdays to Thursdays from 12pm to Midnight
Fridays and Saturdays from 12pm to 1 am
Sundays from 12 pm to 10:30 pm

Ibsen seems to have based his text on
a woman friend who had undergone
all that the play demonstrates to its
audience. There is even a fascinating
story, based on the plot feature that Nora
eventually abandons her family in order
to live her own life. This was absolutely
unacceptable in those days so Ibsen,
under pressure from German theatres
wanting to produce the play, changed the
ending! However, when the revised play
was staged in 1880, it did not meet with
the expected success; Ibsen returned to
his original text, and the first ending is
the one that has been used ever since.
As I said above, “A Doll’s House” was
written in the 19 th century and is
definitely a play of that period. Its main
theme, most unusual at that time, is the
role of women in society. A beginning
of feminism, for sure! Nora’s husband
treats her as if she was a doll, as did most
men in those days. A doll that dances
for him, loves sweets she can only eat
when nobody is watching, who seems
to have no brains – for her husband,
Nora is just his toy! She has to obey him,
no questions asked, no room for any
thoughts of independence she may have.
I quote Robert Browning (1812-1889)
when he said: “All’s love, yet all’s law.”
Obviously, down the years, besides mere
translations and adaptations, there have
been “modernizations” of the story. This
raises an important question: Do 21 st
century audiences prefer watching a
play staged the way it was written, or do
they accept that the text is brought up to
this day and age? I have my own opinion
on this matter, but I am not prepared
14

a set that only places the cast in a limited
space. This is a modernized staging of
this classic, as the action takes place
during our times, and the cast wear
mostly blue jeans!
In “Casa de Bonecas” Miriam Freeland
and Roberto Bomtempo play the
lead roles; Anna Sant’Ana, Leandro
Baumgratz and Regina Sampaio take
other parts in this adaptation. Bomtempo
also co-directed the play with Symone
Strobel.

Miriam Freeland e Roberto Bomtempo

to share it with my readers. Everyone is
entitled to his or her own views on this
subject!
All the above explanations have to do
with the staging of “Casa de Bonecas” that
I watched during a special performance
(invitees only) on May 15. Argentine
author Daniel Veronese has once again
adapted a known play, investing more
in the actors and the words they speak
than in the light and sound, while using

“Casa de Bonecas” is now playing at the
Centro Cultural da Justiça Federal,
a theatre at Avenida Rio Branco, 241downtown Rio de Janeiro. There is
no parking near the theatre, but the
Metrô (Cinelândia Station, exit through
Pedro Lessa) is practically next door.
Performances take place from Friday to
Sunday, at 7pm. Tickets are R$40, with
the usual 50% discount for students and
senior citizens. The run will be short
(until June 12) as happens these days in
Rio de Janeiro. However, Bomtempo told
me at the party after the performance
that they have plans for touring the play
in the second half of the year, alternating
it with his monologue “Plínio”, based
on the life and works of author Plínio
Marcos.

e-mail: namthai@namthai.com.br
www.namthai.com.br

Classified ads
SERVICES

POST NATAL SUPPORT to mothers giving birth
without family around and Support to Expats arriving
in Rio de Janeiro, needing help with first steps to start
life in a new country. Vania Franca: vanfranca@gmail.
com - www.vaniafranca.com

SEPTEMBER
07 Wed.: Holiday. Brazilian Independence
07 Wed.: Start of Paralympic Games
17 Sat.: BCS Beatles Night, Jubilee Hall
18 Sun.: End of Paralympic Games
OCTOBER
12 Wed.: Holiday. N. Sra. Aparecida
NOVEMBER
02 Wed.: Holiday. All Souls’ Day
15 Tues.: Holiday. Proclamation of the Republic
20 Sun.: Black Conscience Day

Condé Clinic - Womens Helthcare Center
Obsterics Gynecology - English spoken Medical, nutricional, physioterapy Services
and exams. Preventive Care - vaccine center
Shopping Cassino Atlântico, Copacabana
phones: +55 21 3802-6331 / 99934-6331
www.clinicaconde.com.br

PSYCHOTHERAPY

VIVIANE RICHARDSON

Clinical Psychologist. Experience with expatriated
and cross-cultural issues.
Lived many years overseas: Canada, Singapore, UK and USA.
Practice at Botafogo - Rua Voluntários da PáTria 190.
Appointment by phone +55 (21) 99966.9494
or email vivianerichardson@gmail.com

PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH TEACHER
LUIZ SOUZA

(*) Ewa Procter is a writer and a theatre
translator, and Vice-President of the
Instituto Cultural Chiquinha Gonzagaaa

AUGUST
05 Fri.: Start of the Olympics
21 Sun.: End of the Olympics
24 Wed.: TBS First day of Term 2
27 Sat.: CCC Intra-Club, Itaguaí

Calendar

“A Doll’s House” in English, “Et
Dukkehjem” in its original Norwegian
title, and now “Casa de Bonecas” in
Portuguese, is a world-famous classic
play by Henryk Ibsen (1828-1906).
Ibsen started to write the play in 1878,
and finished it in 1879. Soon after, it was
staged in Scandinavia.

JUNE
04 Sat.: AmSoc America’s Day
11 Sat.: BCS QBP
18 Sat.: Ambassador’s Cricket Match, Brasília
25 Sat.: CCC Intra-Club, Itaguaí
25 Sat.: BCS Choir Festival, Jubilee Hall

QUALIFIED MA IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS. CLASSES AT YOUR
PLACE OR WORK - PHONE +55 (21) 987376899 OR EMAIL:
SOUZA.LUIZ1963@GMAIL.COM

Mountain Hideaway
House in Teresópolis highlands: 1 suite
+ 2 double bedrooms. Sleeps 6-8. Fully
equipped kitchen, sky TV, all linens. Perfect
for golfers, walkers, bikers and loafers.
Overlooks golf course. 2 kms shops. Min.
stay 2 nights. Info: Jeni: 99215-5523, or
jbodmanmorris@gmail.com
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